
Context
The industry’s first and only case law language analytics solution

Case-making language analytics that take you from file to trial
Context on the Lexis® service deploys advanced machine learning and natural language 
processing across tens of millions of case law documents to deliver vital litigation insights you 
can’t get anywhere else.  

SPEAK YOUR JUDGE’S LANGUAGE 

Make your most persuasive argument by using the 
language your judge wants to hear. With Context  

Judge Analytics you can:

• Know the specific language and cases your judge

relies on to craft your most compelling argument

• Forecast how likely you are to prevail by knowing
the grant and denial rates in 100 motion types for
your judge

• Have confidence in your arguments knowing the
fellow judges your judge cites most often

FIND THE RIGHT COURT TO MAKE YOUR CASE

Arguing your case in the right court can ensure the best 
outcome for your client. Only Context Court Analytics  
bring to light the language a specific court cites most 
often, enabling you to:

• Find a court with precedent that’s most favorable to

your view—use that intel to craft your most compelling
argument and avoid arguments your court disfavors

• See how many cases like yours have been tried in a

specific court—review how the court ruled on those
cases and why

• Determine whether a change of venue is in order—
defense attorneys can use the same deep court analytics
to file for a change in venue, and even identify
compelling language to support the motion



KNOW AN EXPERT’S STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 

Persuade your judge to admit your expert’s testimony 
or impeach your opposition’s expert. Context Expert 

Witness Analytics let you quickly create “scorecards” to 
assess potential experts’ credentials and track records at 
a granular level so you can: 

• Pinpoint why your judge admitted or excluded an
expert’s testimony, and how often, in one easy-to-
read chart

• Link to the judge’s specific reasoning, in the
precise language your judge used to weigh the
Daubert challenge

• Know the specific language and cases you need to
use to help persuade your judge to admit your expert’s
testimony or impeach your opposition’s expert

UNCOVER A COMPANY’S OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS 

Understanding and anticipating your clients’ needs require 
you to see the full picture. Only Context Company 

Analytics bring together litigation, financial and news 
information so you can: 

• Provide timely and informed counsel—demonstrate
your expertise and competitive advantage with a clear
understanding of the current landscape your clients
are facing

• Gain valuable competitive intelligence—know the
company you’re litigating against including the
motions they might file, who might represent them
and what a reasonable settlement may be

• Identify growth opportunities—assess and monitor
companies you may want to do business with or with
whom you’re considering a merger or acquisition
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Sign in: Lexis.com
Learn more: LexisNexis.com/Context
Contact your LexisNexis® representative for more information.
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